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About This Game

Listen... for the sound of betrayal! You've returned from school to visit your father at his famous Jazz Pepper Club during
Mardi Gras, but everyone is hypnotized. Have they heard the wrong note? Explore the musical mystery in Cadenza: Music,

Betrayal and Death!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:

Uncover the villain's past in the bonus chapter
Unlockable achievements

Hunt for music notes and special collectibles
Soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers and concept art

Integrated Strategy Guide
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cadenza music betrayal and death collector's edition walkthrough. cadenza music betrayal and death collector's edition

Skin best girl? dude? what? Van is nice too, Biollante its fine tho, humm Stev is cool, Boss is where its at, Eva is ok, Ryia
decent, Darren darn cute, Billy gang fappity fap, Paul you gotta be kitten me, oh Camer yea more than passable, Alice hey that
is pretty good.

Not exactly a perfect game, i mean needs some polishing here and there, maybe change the font or color of the text in some
parts, extend the timer for the casuals, "cough cough" bulge pls, well i was expecting more lewd, had fun beating it with my
gaming grandpa, also playing with my shelf minigame.. I love the family aspect nick has put into making this game and also all
the voice work by bella, btw bella you rock in everything you do and awesome voice work. ps nick get the other kids involved.
ill send u more beta tweaks on fb. It gets rather hard to see with all the colors and shapes that explode whenever the game picks
up. But, overall, darting around to laser polygons was pretty fun and I\u2019d say it\u2019s worth tossing a few quarters at this
game while it\u2019s on sale.. Strange Fun. Television is for appearing on, not looking at.. Before I get into a serious review, let
me just say:
 I cried my eyes out repeatedly. 
It's been a long time since a VN, let alone a static one, has done that to me.
That's probably all you need to know as a testament to this games quality.

That being said, for anyone who wants more info, let's get to it:

 The Basic premise: 
Fox Hime Zero is a static story visual novel, meaning there are no choices to make, you just read and enjoy the story, visuals
and music.

The story focusses on Yan, a student of natural sciences manning a remote mountain outpost around the turn of the 20th
century. While the pace of life quickens in the cities, thanks to the industrial revolution, he spends his days alone in the wild,
cataloging and sketching flora and fauna and sending his findings back to his professor.
One day he comes across Mori, a mysterious girl with a tail and fox ears, who claims to be a fox spirit. While Yan tries to make
sense of this discovery, he soon finds himself on a rollercoaster ride of emotions and caught up in the clash of two seemingly
incompatible worlds.

 (I'll mark spoilers in the upcoming review, clear text is safe to read.)

 The good: 
Fox Hime Zero sets itself apart with an unusual setting and absolutelly charming character design / writing.
As a biologist myself, I thoroughly enjoyed the premise of a natural scientist discovering the last mysteries of nature in the age
of the industrial revolution. Especially since Yan, though relying on logic and evidence, always tries to incorporate the
supernatural story elements into his scientific canon instead of the common trope of creating a hard divide while the evidence
stares him in the face. So, although I pretty much hate stories that try to cram supernatural stuff into our own world Fox Hime
Zero handled it pretty well and treated human science and technology and supernatural magic with equal respect, almost as two
sides of a coin.

The friendship  and relationship  between Yan and Mori flows and evolves naturally, most of the time. While in many other
VNs the protagonist is oftentimes so mindnumbingly stupid and tactless, here there were almost no moments where I didn't feel
both Yan and Mori had nothing but the best intentions towards one another. From simple everyday fun between friends, or
showing each other their respective worlds  to fighting for each others happiness and their love , they always are relatable and
very kind.

Also, be prepared to be hit with the feels-train full f*cking force. Without going into deep spoiler territory, the struggles both
protagonists face, the troubles they go through and their perseverance where others would  and did  give up are both
heartwrenching and heratwarming. I'm not the most emotional person and seldomly cry, so let me reiterate: This game had me
bawling several times in a row.

On the meta level the character CG artwork, movements and backgrounds are stunningly beautiful for a game of this pricerange.
The soundtrack is also amazing, memorable and feels-inducing. The two Fox-girls are also fully dubbed in japanese by very
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good VAs. There's seriously nothing to complain about here. Fans of the medium as well as newcomers will appreciate the
quality.

Finally let's adress the price-performance ratio. I got Fox Hime Zero for under a buck, which is so laughably cheap that I
would've bought it even if it had only been a dektop background. But I got arounf 4 hours of story out of it and that is more than
adequate for the price. And although your mileage on replay value might differ with it being a static VN, I'll be revisiting Yan's
and Mori's story someday for sure.

 The (kinda) bad: 
Fox Hime Zero isn't without its little problems. That being said, let me stress that I'm nitpicking here and at no point did these
tiny flaws take away from my experience.

First the most obvious one: I'd have preferred choices and different routes. Of course this is personal preference and stems from
the usual mixing of typical visual NOVELS and dating games. I usually dislike static VNs as I often feel that I'd have reacted
differently from what the protagonist has done, or feel forced down a certain path, cheated out of other options. And while the
original Fox Hime had exactly that problem, I have to say after finishing Fox Hime Zero, I don't feel cheated at all. Mainly
because of the aforementioned kindness between the characters. Would I still have preferred choices? Yes. But don't let the
static tag intimidate you here.

Also, let me clear up that the other Fox girl character with the brown hair is NOT a dateable character. Should be obvious since
there are no choices, but still people might think so from the promo artwork.
While on that topic, this is NOT an eroge / ecchi VN.  There's one scene where the girls are bathing, but no mature content. 
While I would have liked an intimate scene, that's personal preference. Just a heads up if you expect something like that.

Sometimes the stories turning points can come a bit abruptly and thus feel a little blundered. For example  Yans confession to
Mori and his almost forced make-out session  could have been handled with more dignity. Perhaps a little more build-up and
little hints here and there culminating in the big reveal would have worked better. Still, it's a little hiccup in an otherwise soild
story.

The english translation is also not always the most solid. 95% of the time it's abolutely fine (especially compared to the original
Fox Hime), but a few paragraphs were gramatical nightmares, though still understandable.

 Final thoughts and conclusion: 
All in all I wholeheartedly recommend Fox Hime Zero to anyone with a few hours to spare and in for a nice little warming story.
Both VN veterans as well as newcomers will enjoy its atmosphere and storytelling, provided you like anime aesthetics and
kitsunemimi girls.

In my opinion it's a little gem that has taken my heart abyolutely by surprise.. The hell did I just play.. nice graphic,good
gameplay = Green cat,the game!. Its a surprisingly fun game with ineteresting gameplay features, worth picking up if you want a
game to mess around with while not being a serious racing game. I mean running over zombies.. how could that not be fun right
lol. Also has some arena gameplay where you try to destroy other vehicles before they get you, could of been better if the game
had a bigger budget but that also is why its not more then $10 and I got it for $1 on Bundlestars.com. For those who are familiar
with the game 'Glory of the Roman Empire': Imperium Romanum is basically the same game, with a few tweaks and new
mechanics that add a bit more depth and variation to the game (but don't take long to figure out)

For those who are not familiar with 'Glory of the Roman Empire': Imperium Romanum is a city manager game situated during
the Roman Empire. Your job as 'praetor' is to build up colonies into cities. You do basically three things: keep your citizens
happy, keep your economy healthy, and your treasury filled.

The maps are all different locations in the Empire and can be either free build or scenario's (where you must complete tasks
through a tablet system).

It is not too difficult, so you will get the hang of it after the tutorial or after a few maps. Good for casual play or players new to
the genre, maybe not so thrilling for veterans.
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I got it for 2 bucks on a sale and don't regret it one bit. I suggest you do the same
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Mesmerized.

Truly a beautiful game. It's very engaging, trust me. You won't regret buying this.. This was a game which i was very hopeful
and excited for..... I dont even remember when the last update was and when it was updated it was one of those useless updates
that add little things but other than that, this game has been a complete waste of money and i regret even looking at this game. I
know i sound a little harsh but after all this, I cant even get a refund.. absolute worth for 0,99€ .. It´s kinda funny game with
good music. Just picked this game up today on steam sale. Was looking forward to this, its not even worth 5 dollars. Played on
the Vive on ultra for 27 minutes, was very disappointed. It just really not that fun.. This is how games used to be 10 years ago, in
a good way. I love the unreal engine.
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